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STYLE HER

Words: Anna Solomon

Corsets  
and crops 
In the heady days of the millennium, the 
only time your midriff wasn’t on display was 
while wearing a corset. So, if you’re not  
a fan of donning half a garment, check out 
Miaou’s cute collection of bodice-style tops.

From head (bandanas, tinted 
sunglasses) to toe (wedges and 
anything with a monogram 
– thanks Paris Hilton) and 
everything in between, accessories 
were everything in the noughties. 
Ideally, you’d wear all of the above 
in one outfit. What can we say? 
More was more. 

Crocheting
Missoni reminded us in 
a recent campaign that 
crocheting had a moment in 
the noughties – there were 
ponchos, obviously, and  
a knitted halterneck fulfilled 
the second order of ‘jeans 
and a nice top’. Fellow Italian 
fashion house Etro has 
also taken inspiration in an 
onslaught of purled pieces. 

Net and mesh
In 2000, J Lo wore that most iconic 
of green Versace dresses to the 42nd 

Grammy Awards, rendering mesh  
a staple of the decade. This migrated 
to a broader penchant for garments 
with holes in them, and a ‘distressed’ 
aesthetic generally. We’ve also 
nodded to the decade’s obsession 
with baker boy hats and layering 
straps over long sleeves with 
pieces from MatchesFashion and 
Givenchy, respectively.

Low-rise
The news of a 2000s resurgence 
struck fear into the hearts of many 
due to this most unflattering of 

trends. Who actually 
thought that putting  
a waistband below 
your stomach and 
hips was a good idea? 
We certainly didn’t 
sign it off. Miu Miu 
and Missoni officially 
confirmed the return 
of this cursed craze in 
their SS22 shows.

Above left Piercing-embellished baker boy 
cap, £195, matchesfashion.com

Above right T-shirt dress with tag effect 
prints, £1,430, givenchy.com

Left Riviera rope shopping bag, £850, 
dsquared2.com

Right Rigid low-rise jeans, 
£510, modaoperandi.com
Below Carter pleated mini 
skirt, £340, net-a-porter.com

Miu Miu SS22 Missoni SS22
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Square snake 
sunglasses, £104, 
robertocavalli.com

Square knife pump 
£785, gucci.com

Snake head chain belt 
£908, robertocavalli.com
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Blumarine SS22

Venus corset
£245, miaou.com

Bridge platform 
sandal, £380, 

coperiparis.com

Crochet knit dress 
£1,390, etro.com

Mini swipe bag 
£418, coperniparis.com


